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Case Studies 2018/19 

Child A (Year 4, Male) 

Pre-assessment  

This child was very close to being permanently excluded already experiencing numerous fixed time exclusions. 

His referral stated he was damaging school property and harming adults which resulted in physical interven-

tion. His behaviour was sporadic and volatile, and he was disengaged from all learning.  

Time at Edison 

Whilst at Edison there was intensive work around developing strategies to deal with his anger and aggression. 

We worked towards increasing stamina for writing and maths fluency. Time was taken to develop a sensory 

diet for this child.  

Reintegration 

With a well-managed and gradual increase in timetable ensuring success for the child he is now on a fulltime 

timetable. He has not received any exclusions or seclusions since returning to his mainstream setting.  

 

Child B (Year 1, Male)  

Pre-assessment 

This child was involved with social care and had been placed in Special Guardianship. The referral to Edison 

stated he was showing controlling behaviour which would often lead to physical attacks on peers and staff. He 

had received numerous fixed term exclusions and was close to being permanently excluded.  

Time at Edison 

This child benefitted from the PACE approach, we worked closely to develop his emotional literacy and find 

therapeutic means for him to express his emotions. The centre worked with the school and other profession-

als – Social Care, CAMHs and the school to develop a plan for this child’s future education. We worked with 

the family to ensure they were aware of our work and strategies that may help them at home.  

Reintegration 

This child has now been transferred to a band 3 and will be transitioning to specialist provision in September. 

The additional information gathered at the Edison Centre helped the appeal process and provided school with 

strategies to enable him to continue at mainstream prior to transition. He has not had any seclusions or exclu-

sions since returning. 

 

Child C (Year 4, Male)  

Pre-assessment 

The referral to Edison stated he was showing aggressive behaviour to staff. He had received numerous fixed  
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term exclusions and was close to being permanently excluded. He had disengaged from all learning and was 

struggling with self-esteem.  

Time at Edison 

This child benefitted from being given the opportunity to lead and have responsibility whilst at the Edison Cen-

tre. This improved his self-esteem and allowed us to develop his interests in music and reading. We worked 

closely with the family to ensure they were aware of our work and strategies that may help them at home. 

Communication was made with medical professionals to lead to further referrals where appropriate.  

Reintegration 

This child has returned to mainstream without 1:1 support. He has had a gradual and well managed reintegra-

tion and has recently asked to return to English lessons. He is part of extra-curricular clubs now and has 

worked with younger children in the school as part of his reintegration.  
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